Restoration of Color Images by Multichannel Kalman Filtering
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Abstract—A multichannel image is a set of image planes that exhibit between-plane correlations. Degradation of multichannel imagery involves both within- and between-channel blurs. Restoration of such images using existing independent-channel filters is not appropriate because they fail both to restore the between-channel degradation and to incorporate between-channel correlations in the process. In this paper, a Kalman filter for optimal restoration of multichannel images is presented. This filter is derived using a multichannel semicausal image model that includes between-channel correlation and an imaging equation with between-channel degradation. Both stationary and nonstationary image models are developed. This filter is implemented in the Fourier domain and computation is reduced from $O(N^2M^2)$ to $O(N^2M^2)$ for an $M \times M$ channel image with degradation length $A$. Color (red, green, and blue (RGB)) images are used as examples of multichannel images, and restoration in the RGB and YIQ domains are investigated. Simulations are presented in which the effectiveness of this filter is tested for different types of degradation and different image model estimates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image restoration is often performed on images to remove degradation and noise for subsequent human or machine analysis. In the past twenty years many researchers have addressed the problem of single-channel image restoration. Recently, the research effort in this area has been concentrated on simultaneous identification of blur and restoration, and on multichannel processing, see [6], [11], [12], [17], [8], and [4].

In this paper we consider the problem of restoring multichannel imagery, which is a set of image planes (channels) acquired by an imaging system that measures the same scene using more than one sensor. Examples of multichannel images include multispectral satellite images, color images, multiple time frames, and multiple sensor images; all of these display signal interdependency among channels. Degradation in these imaging systems may involve both spatial and between-channel blurring. Examples of between-channel degradations include channel crosstalks, leakage in detectors, and spectral blurs.

In contrast to single-channel processing, multichannel restoration has received little attention from the research community and is still in its infancy. The extension of existing single-channel image restoration techniques to multichannel restoration is a nontrivial task, mainly because of the lack of multichannel image processing theories and of computational algorithms for multiple images. Furthermore, filters that are optimal for single-channel images may be suboptimal when applied individually to the separate channels of a multichannel image.

Hunt and Küber in [8] formulated a multichannel Wiener restoration filter which minimizes the mean-square error (MMSE) between the ideal and the restored image. It uses both the between-channel and the within-channel correlation and assumes that the signal autocorrelation describing the between-channel and within-channel relationship is separable. This enables the formulation of the Karhunen-Loeve transformation to decorrelate the signal between image channels, making the channels orthogonal. It follows that multichannel restoration of the transformed signal under this assumption is equivalent to the independent restoration of individual channels, and the process does incorporate between-channel information. Therefore, subsequent filtering of individual channels can be done by conventional single-channel image restoration algorithms. However, the use of the separable assumption in practical images is considered restrictive, and the filter cannot handle between-channel degradation.

A computational restoration filter for color images based on the idea of Hunt and Küber is reported in Ohyama et al. [14]. It decorrelates the between-channel color components before applying independent restoration separately to each color component. Other reported color image restoration algorithms, for example Bescos et al. [2], apply conventional filtering to individual color components without using between-channel information.

There is much to be gained by incorporating in the restoration process both the between-channel and within-channel correlation of the multichannel image. Such a minimum mean-square error (MMSE) Wiener filter, which does not require the separability assumption as required in [8], has been developed for between-channel
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II. MULTICHANNEL IMAGE MODEL

Let an image with $N$ channels each of size $M \times M$ be modeled by a multichannel autoregressive model given by

$$
\begin{align*}
& f^n(i, j) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{(p,q) \in R} a^{(o,n)}(p, q) \\
& \cdot f^{n}(i - p, j - q) + u^n(i, j) \\
& \text{for } o = 1, 2, \ldots, N \\
& i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, M
\end{align*}
$$

(2.1a)

where $f^n$ and $u^n$ are the image and the noise process of the $mth$ channel, respectively. The term $a^{(o,n)}$ represents the model coefficients, and $R$ is the region of support. The sum over index $n$ in (2.1) represents between-channel relations. Using a semicausal model, $R$ is defined as

$$
R = \{(p, q) | 0 \leq p \leq p_2, -q_1 \leq q \leq q_1\}
$$

(2.1b)

which is shown in Fig. 1.

$$
E[u^n(i, j)^2] = E\left[\left(\sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{(z,w) \in R} a^{(o,n)}(z, w) \\
\cdot f^{n}(i - z, j - w)\right)^2\right]
$$

(2.2)

is minimum. Minimizing (2.2) by setting

$$
\frac{\partial E[u^n(i, j)^2]}{\partial \{a^{(o,b)}(l, k)\}} = E[u^n(i, j)f^n(i - l, j - k)] = 0
$$

(2.2a)

with $(l, k) \in R$

where $(l, k) \in R$, yields a set of multichannel normal equations

$$
\begin{align*}
& r_f^{(o,b)}(l, k) - \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{(p,q) \in R} a^{(o,n)}(p, q) r_f^{(o,n)}(l - p, k - q) \\
& = \sigma^2_{(o,o)} \delta(l) \delta(k) \delta(o - b)
\end{align*}
$$

(2.3)

where

$$
r_f^{(o,b)}(l, k) = E[f^n(i, j)f^n(i - l, j - k)]
$$

(2.4a)

is the covariance of the signal $f$ and

$$
\sigma^2_{(o,o)} = E[\{u^n(i, j)\}^2]
$$

(2.4b)

is the covariance of the driving noise and

$$
\delta(i) = \begin{cases} 
1 & i = 0 \\
0 & \text{elsewhere}
\end{cases}
$$

The coefficients $a^{(o,n)}$ can then be obtained by solving the normal equations (2.3).
we have $0 \leq (l, p) \leq p_2$ and $-q_1 \leq (k, q) \leq q_1$ which yields $l = p = 0$. The noise covariance then becomes

$$r_u^{(o,h)}(l, k)$$

$$= \begin{cases} 
\sigma_{(o,o)}^2 & (l, k) = (0, 0) \text{ and } h = o \\
\sigma_{(o,0)} \sigma_{(0,h)}^{(o,h)}(0, k) & (0, k) \in R \\
0 & \text{elsewhere.}
\end{cases}$$

Unlike causal models, semicausal minimum variance models are not driven by white noise (see [9]). Thus the noise process $u^*(i, j)$ is correlated along the noncausal direction of our model (horizontal) and is also correlated between channels.

Equation (2.1) can be expanded as

$$f^*(i, j) = \sum_{(p,q) \in R} a^{(o,1)}(p, q) f^*(i - p, j - q) + \sum_{(p,q) \in R} a^{(o,2)}(p, q) f^2(i - p, j - q) + \cdots$$

$$+ \cdots + \sum_{(p,q) \in R} a^{(o,N)}(p, q) 
\cdot f^N(i - p, j - q) + u^*(i, j)$$

for $o = 1, 2, \ldots, N$ and

$$i, j = 2, \ldots, M.$$ (2.7)

Substituting the sums in the horizontal direction with matrix vector multiplications (2.7) yields

$$B_n^u u^*(i) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{p=0}^{M} [A^{(o,n)}(p)] \hat{f}^n(i - p)$$

$$+ E_L^{(o,n)}(p) \hat{f}^n_\ell(i - p) + E_R^{(o,n)}(p) \hat{f}^n_\ell(i - p)$$

with

$$\hat{f}^n(i) = [f^*(i, 1), f^*(i, 2), \ldots, f^*(i, M)]'$$

$$\hat{u}^n(i) = [u^*(i, 1), u^*(i, 2), \ldots, u^*(i, M)]'$$

(2.9)

The autocovariance function of the driving noise is

$$r_u^{(o,h)}(l, k) = E[u^*(i, j) u^*(i - l, j - k)]$$

$$= E \left[ u^*(i, j) f^*(i - l, j - k) \right]$$

$$- \sum_{m=1}^{N} \sum_{(p,q) \in R} a^{(o,m)}(p, q) u^*(i, j)$$

$$\cdot f^m(i - l - p, j - k - q) \right].$$ (2.5)

At $(l, k) = (0, 0)$, the second term of (2.5) is zero because of the orthogonality principle, and only the first term contrib-
utes to the covariance. At $l + p = 0$ and $k + q = 0$, the first term of (2.5) is zero and only the second term contrib-
utes to the covariance. Since $(l, k)$ and $(p, q) \in R$, and $B_n^u$ is an $M \times M$ identity matrix. Matrix $A^{(o,n)}$ is $M \times M$ Toeplitz, and matrices $E_L^{(o,n)}$ and $E_R^{(o,n)}$ are upper and lower triangular matrices, respectively, of dimension $M$.
× q. They represent the boundary coefficients. The q1 × 1 vectors f\(i - p\) and f\(i - p\) for (i = 1, 2, · · · , M) and (p = 1, 2, · · · , p2) are the left and right boundaries. These, combined with the top boundary f\(i - p\) for (p = 1, 2, · · · , p2) and (k = 1, 2, · · · , N), are necessary to evaluate the image inside the M × M viewing area according to (2.8). These boundary conditions must be consistent with the statistical model of the image field and \(\tilde{f}^n\), \(\tilde{f}^n\), and \(\tilde{f}^n\) are set to be equal to the mean value of the image field. A more elaborate approach to the image boundary problem can be found in [21]. However, the improvement in visual quality at the image borders by using this elaborate approach is reportedly small [3]. Therefore, following [3] we set the boundary conditions equal to the mean value, in our case zero. Then (2.8) simplifies to

\[ B_o^o \tilde{u}^o(i) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{p=0}^{p2} A^{o,n}(p) \tilde{f}^n(i - p) \]  

(2.11)

for

\[ o = 1, 2, \cdots, N \quad \text{and} \quad i, j = 1, 2, \cdots, M. \]

For multichannel implementation of the Kalman filter, each iteration is applied to a single row across all channels simultaneously. For this purpose the multichannel image model in (2.11) must be written in a form which allows this type of processing. The summations over the channel index n and the image model vertical support index p are substituted by matrix-vector multiplications. Equation (2.11) then yields

\[ s(i) = \bar{A}s(i - 1) + \bar{B}u(i) \]  

(2.12)

where

\[
\bar{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
[A^{-1}(0)A(1)] & \cdots & [A^{-1}(0)A(p_2 - 1)] & [A^{-1}(0)A(p_2)] \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
1 & \cdots & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.13)

is a matrix of dimension \(p_2 \cdot N \times M \times p_2 \cdot M\). \(I\) denotes an \(N \times MN\) identity matrix, \(0\) denotes a \(NM \times MN\) zero matrix.

\[
\bar{B} = \begin{bmatrix}
[A^{-1}(0)B_0] \\
0 \\
0 \\
\vdots \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.14)

shows that for color images, chromatic aberrations result in different amounts of blur in each color plane.

Using the above assumptions the multichannel imaging equation is given by

\[
g^m(i, j) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{\lambda = \lambda_1}^{\lambda_2} \sum_{k = k_1}^{k_2} h^m(\lambda, k) \cdot f^m(i - \lambda, j - k) + v^m(i, j) \\
m = 1, 2, \cdots, N \quad \text{and} \quad i, j = 1, 2, \cdots, M
\]

(3.1)
where $\nu^w$ is white additive noise and $g^w$ is the observed image. Using the same philosophy as for the multichannel image model, (3.1) yields
\[ g(i) = \bar{H}z(i) = v(i) \quad (3.2) \]
where $g(i)$ and $v(i)$ are vectors of length $MN$ defined in the same way as $f(i)$ in (2.16a)
\[ z(i) = [f(i, i + \lambda_1), \ldots, f(i), \ldots, f(i, i - \lambda_1)]' \quad (3.3) \]
is a vector of length $\Lambda MN$, with $\Lambda = 2\lambda_1 + 1$
\[ \bar{H} = [H(-\lambda_1), \ldots, H(0), \ldots, H(\lambda_1)]' \quad (3.4) \]
is a matrix of dimension $\Lambda MN \times MN\lambda$.
\[ H(\lambda) = \begin{bmatrix} [H^{(1,1)}(\lambda)] & [H^{(1,2)}(\lambda)] & \cdots & [H^{(1,N)}(\lambda)] \\ [H^{(2,1)}(\lambda)] & [H^{(2,2)}(\lambda)] & \cdots & [H^{(2,N)}(\lambda)] \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ [H^{(N,1)}(\lambda)] & [H^{(N,2)}(\lambda)] & \cdots & [H^{(N,N)}(\lambda)] \end{bmatrix} \quad (3.5) \]
is a $MN \times MN$ matrix, and
\[ H^{(m,o)}(\lambda) = \begin{bmatrix} -h^{m,o}(\lambda, 0) & \cdots & -h^{m,o}(\lambda, -k_1) & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \end{bmatrix} \]
\[ \begin{bmatrix} \vdots \\ 0 \\ \vdots \\ \vdots \\ \vdots \end{bmatrix} \\ \begin{bmatrix} \vdots \\ -h^{m,o}(\lambda, k_1) & \cdots & -h^{m,o}(\lambda, 0) & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots \end{bmatrix} \]
\[ \begin{bmatrix} \vdots \\ \vdots \end{bmatrix} \]
\[ \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \cdots & 0 & -h^{m,o}(\lambda, k_1) & \cdots & -h^{m,o}(\lambda, 0) \end{bmatrix} \quad (3.6) \]
is a $M \times M$ Toeplitz matrix.
If $p_2 + 1 \leq \Lambda = 2\lambda_1 + 1$, we can substitute $z(i)$ in the image model equation. Then (2.12) yields
\[ z(i) = A z(i - 1) + \hat{B} u(i) \quad (3.7) \]
with
\[ A = \begin{bmatrix} [A^{-1}(0)A(1)] & [A^{-1}(0)A(2)] & \cdots & [A^{-1}(0)A(p_2)] \\ I & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & I & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \quad (3.8) \]
Matrix $\hat{A}$ is of dimension $\Lambda MN \times MN\lambda$, matrix $\hat{B}$ is of dimension $\Lambda MN \times MN$, $I$ is a $NM \times MN$ identity matrix, and $0$ is a $NM \times MN$ a zero matrix. Equations (3.7) and (3.2) are the state and observation equations of the multichannel Kalman filter.

**IV. Kalman Filter Equations**

Following Sage and Melsa [15] and using (3.5) and (3.6) as the signal and observation equations, respectively, the Kalman filter equations for multichannel image
restoration are given as
\[ \hat{z}(i) = \hat{A} \hat{A}(i - 1) + F(i) [\hat{g}(i) - \hat{H} \hat{A} \hat{A}(i - 1)] \]  (4.1)
where the first and the second term of the right-hand side of (4.1) are the prediction and the correction term of the new estimate \( \hat{z}(i) \), respectively. Matrix \( F(i) \) is the Kalman gain which is given by
\[ F(i) = Q(i - 1) \hat{H}^T \hat{Q}(i - 1) \hat{H}^T + R_e(i) \]  (4.2)
Matrix \( Q(i) \) is the covariance of the error \( [\hat{z}(i) - \hat{z}(i)] \) and is given by
\[ Q(i) = \hat{A} [I - F(i) \hat{H}] Q(i - 1) \hat{A}^T + B R_e(i) B^T \]  (4.3)
where \( R_e(i) \) is the covariance matrix of the observation noise vector \( v(i) \). For white noise that is uncorrelated between channels
\[ R_e(i) = \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_{11}^2 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_{22}^2 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & \sigma_{NN}^2 \end{bmatrix} \]  (4.4)
with
\[ \sigma_{mm}^2 = E[v^2(i, j)] \]
The matrix \( R_e(i) \) is the covariance of the nonwhite image model driving noise \( u(i) \) and is defined by
\[ R_u(i) = E[u(i) u^T(i)] \]
\[ = \begin{bmatrix} E[\bar{u}^T(i) \bar{u}(i)'] \\ E[\bar{u}^T(i) \bar{u}(i)'] \\ \vdots \\ E[\bar{u}^T(i) \bar{u}(i)'] \end{bmatrix} \]  (4.5)
From (2.6) we have
\[ E[\bar{u}^m(i) \{ \bar{u}^n(i) \}'] = \sigma_{mn,m}^2 A(0)^{(m,n)} \delta(i) \]  (4.6)
where \( \sigma_{mn,m}^2 \) is defined in (2.4), and (4.5) can be written as
\[ R_e(i) = \delta(i) \times \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_{(1,1)}^2 A^{(1,1)}(0) \\ \sigma_{(1,1)}^2 A^{(1,2)}(0) \\ \vdots \\ \sigma_{(1,N)}^2 A^{(1,N)}(0) \\ \sigma_{(2,1)}^2 A^{(2,1)}(0) \\ \sigma_{(2,1)}^2 A^{(2,2)}(0) \\ \vdots \\ \sigma_{(2,N)}^2 A^{(2,N)}(0) \\ \sigma_{(N,1)}^2 A^{(N,1)}(0) \\ \sigma_{(N,1)}^2 A^{(N,2)}(0) \\ \vdots \\ \sigma_{(N,N)}^2 A^{(N,N)}(0) \end{bmatrix} \]  (4.7)
Matrices \( F(i) \), \( Q(i), R_e(i) \), and \( R_u(i) \) in (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) are of dimensions \( AMN \times MN, AMN \times MNA MN \times MN \), and \( MN \times MN \), respectively. Computing \( \hat{z}(i) \) from (4.1)--(4.3) directly is computationally expensive. It requires \( O(M) \) multiplications of \( AMN \times MNA MN \times MN \), and \( MN \times MN \) matrices. For a modest example, a \( 128 \times 128 \times 3 \) image with \( \lambda_1 = k_1 = 2 \), requires \( O(128) \) multiplications of \( 1920 \times 1920 \) matrices and 128 inversions of \( 384 \times 384 \) matrices.
In monochrome image restoration, the Toeplitz-to-circulant approximation and the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) are commonly used to decouple the Kalman filter equations for fast computation (see Biemond et al. [3]). In order to alleviate the computational and storage requirements for the implementation of the multichannel Kalman restoration filter, the structure of the matrices involved in the computation is examined.
The matrices \( A(p) \) and \( H(\lambda) \) defined in (2.18) and (3.3) appear as submatrices in \( A \) and \( H \) of the filter given by (4.1)--(4.3). Both \( A(p) \) and \( H(\lambda) \) contain submatrices \( H^{(ij)}(\lambda) \) and \( A^{(ij)}(p) \) which are \( M \times M \) Toeplitz. However, \( A(p) \) itself is not Toeplitz, that is,
\[ A^{(m,n)}(p) \neq A^{(m+k,n+k)}(p) \]  (4.8)
where \( A^{(m,n)} \) and \( A^{(m+k,n+k)} \) contains model coefficients of channels \( (m, n) \) and \( (m + k, n + k) \), respectively. In general, different channels contain different characteristics of the scene being imaged; therefore, there is no justification for assuming that coefficients of different channels are equal. Similarly, \( H(\lambda) \) is not Toeplitz, that is,
\[ H^{(m,n)}(\lambda) \neq H^{(m+k,n+k)}(\lambda) \]  (4.9)
because of the between-channel shift-variant blur assumption.
For the above reasons, the standard Toeplitz-to-circulant approximation as used in monochrome image restoration cannot be applied directly to multichannel restoration. The approximation can only be used for submatrices \( A^{(ij)}(p) \) and \( H^{(ij)}(\lambda) \) with \( (i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, N) \), \( (p = 0, \ldots, p_2) \) and \( \lambda = -\lambda_1, \ldots, 0, \ldots, \lambda_1 \) (see Andrews and Hunt [11]). After the circulant approximation, the matrices in (4.1)--(4.3) become block matrices of the following form:
\[ \begin{bmatrix} C^{11} & \cdots & C^{1Q} \\ C^{21} & \cdots & C^{2Q} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ C^{P1} & \cdots & C^{PQ} \end{bmatrix} \]  (Form C)

This form is then used to compute the filter coefficients.
where the entire matrix is not circulant but its submatrices \( C^{(i)} \) are circulant. The above matrix structure is denoted as the form-C matrix. Form-C matrices can be transformed to matrices of the following form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
[D^{(1)}] & [D^{(2)}] & \cdots & [D^{(p)}] \\
[D^{(2)}] & [D^{(3)}] & \cdots & [D^{(p+1)}] \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
[D^{(p)}] & [D^{(p+1)}] & \cdots & [D^{(2p-1)}]
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(Form D)

via the DFT [5], where \([D^{(i)}]\) are \( M \times M \) diagonal matrices.

After the Toeplitz-to-circulant approximation the Form-C matrices \( \tilde{A}^{(i)}, F(i)^{\prime}, Q(i)^{\prime}, R(i)^{\prime}, \) and \( R(i) \) in (4.1)–(4.3) can be transformed to form-D matrices, giving

\[
\tilde{Z}(i) = \tilde{A}^{(i)} \tilde{Z}(i - 1) + F^{(i)}(i)[G(i) - \tilde{H}^{D} \tilde{A}^{(i)} \tilde{Z}(i - 1)]
\]

(4.10)

\[
F^{(i)}(i) = \tilde{Q}^{(i)}(i - 1)H^{D} \cdot (H^{D}Q^{(i)}(i - 1) + R^{(i)})^{-1}
\]

(4.11)

\[
Q^{(i)}(i) = \tilde{A}^{(i)}[I - F^{(i)}(i)\tilde{H}^{D}]Q^{(i)}(i - 1)
\]

(4.12)

where \( \tilde{A}(i) \) and \( G(i) \) are the DFT of \( \tilde{Z}(i) \) and \( g(i) \), respectively. The superscript \( D \) in the above equations indicates form-D matrices. Since form-D matrices are closed under multiplication addition and inversion, the computations in (4.10)–(4.12) can be performed efficiently [6].

Based on the above, the multichannel Kalman filter is implemented by the following steps:

Step 1: Diagonalize \( A^{(m,n)}(p) \) and \( H^{(m,n)}(\lambda) \) using the DFT for \( m, n = 1, 2, \cdots, N, -\lambda_1 \leq \lambda \leq \lambda_1 \), and \( 0 \leq p \leq p_2 \) where \( \lambda_1 \) and \( p_2 \) define the region of support of the degradation and the image mode, respectively.

Step 2: Transform \( \tilde{g}^{(m,n)} \) using \( G^{(m,n)} = W^{-1} \tilde{g}^{(m,n)} \) for \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, M \) and \( m = 1, 2, \cdots, N \) and construct \( \tilde{G}(i) \).

Step 3: Construct matrices \( \tilde{A}^{(i)}, \tilde{B}^{(i)}, \tilde{H}^{(i)} \).

Step 4: For \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, N, p \) compute (4.13)–(4.15) to solve for \( \hat{Z}(i) \), the Kalman solution. Use the iterative procedure of Lemma 2 in [6] for the matrix inversion in (4.11).

Step 5: Inverse DFT of \( \hat{Z}(i) \).

From the definition of \( \hat{Z}(i) \) in (3.7) it is easy to see that \( \hat{f}(i) \) is contained in all \( \hat{Z}(j) \) with \( j = \cdots, i + \lambda_1, \cdots, i \). In our implementation \( \hat{f}(i) \) is obtained from the \( \lambda_1 - \lambda_1 \) lag estimate of \( \hat{Z}(i) \) by

\[
\hat{f}(i) = [0, 0, \cdots, I] \hat{Z}(i + \lambda_1).
\]

In this case \( \hat{f}(i) \) is updated \( \Delta = 2\lambda_1 + 1 \) times, yielding the smallest estimation error. Using the above method, the multichannel restoration problem can be solved even when \( NM \) is large.

V. NONSTATIONARY IMAGE MODEL

The Kalman filter implementation of (4.1)–(4.3) has been derived from the imaging model of (2.17). This imaging model is a fixed model for the entire image. It lacks the flexibility to take into account the local changes of image statistics. An improved model that adapts to spatial variations is given by

\[
\hat{f}(i) = [\hat{A}^{(i)}] \hat{z}(i - 1) + F(i)[g(i) - \hat{H}(\hat{A}^{(i)})\hat{z}(i - 1)]
\]

(5.1)

Using (5.1) the Kalman equations (4.1)–(4.3) become

\[
\hat{z}(i) = [\hat{A}^{(i)}] \hat{z}(i - 1) + F(i)[g(i) - \hat{H}(\hat{A}^{(i)})\hat{z}(i - 1)]
\]

(5.2)

\[
F(i) = Q(i - 1)[\hat{H}^{D}]^{-1}[\hat{H}^{D}Q(i - 1)[\hat{H}^{D}]^{-1}
\]

(5.3)

\[
Q(i) = [\hat{A}^{(i)}][I - F(i)[\hat{H}^{D}]Q(i - 1)[\hat{A}^{(i)}]^{-1}
\]

(5.4)

where \( \tilde{R}(i) \) is the covariance matrix of the noise vector \( v(i) \) and is defined in the same way as the stationary model in (4.4). The matrix \( \tilde{R}(i) \) is the spatially varying covariance of \( u(i) \). For the nonstationary model, \( \tilde{R}(i) \) has the same definition as in (4.5) and (4.7); however, (4.6) becomes

\[
E[\tilde{u}^{(m,n)}(i)\tilde{u}^{(m,n)}(i)] = E[\tilde{u}^{(m,n)}(i)\tilde{u}^{(i)}] = \sigma^{(m,n)}[\hat{A}^{(i)}]^{(m,n)}\delta(i)
\]

(5.5)

where

\[
[\sigma^{(i)}] = E[\tilde{u}^{(m,n)}(i)\tilde{u}^{(i)}] = \sigma^{(i)}(m,n)
\]

(5.6)

The index \( i \) in (5.5) and (5.6) indicates the spatially varying nature of the image model. Note that a spatially varying degradation \( \hat{H}^{(i)} \) can be included in the nonstationary model without any additional complications. This nonstationary Kalman filter is implemented in a similar way as the stationary filter. Equations (5.2)–(5.4) are solved using the 5-step process previously described.

VI. RESTORATION OF COLOR IMAGES IN THE YIQ DOMAIN

Color imagery is a special case of multichannel images. For most color images the three RGB color planes exhibit strong between-channel correlations. In order to decorrelate the three color planes the RGB-to-YIQ transformation has been used and reported in [15]. This transformation can be viewed as a between-color Karhunen–Loève transformation (see [16] and [8]). The RGB-to-YIQ transformation is defined by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
f_{Y}(i, j) \\
f_{I}(i, j) \\
f_{Q}(i, j)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
0.299 & 0.587 & 0.114 \\
0.596 & -0.274 & -0.322 \\
0.211 & -0.523 & 0.312
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
f_{R}(i, j) \\
f_{G}(i, j) \\
f_{B}(i, j)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(6.1)
In the YIQ domain, the multichannel imaging equation (3.1) for $M \times M$ color images can be written as

$$ g = \tilde{H}T^{-1}f + \nu $$

(6.2)

where $g$, $f$, and $\nu$ are $3M^2$ vectors, representing the observed, original, and noise signal, respectively. The $3M^2 \times 3M^2$ matrix $\tilde{H}$ represents the color degradation [4]. The linear RGB-to-YIQ transformation $T$ is defined by

$$ T = \begin{bmatrix} 0.299I & 0.587I & 0.114I \\ 0.596I & -0.274I & -0.322I \\ 0.211I & -0.523I & 0.312I \end{bmatrix} $$

(6.3)

where $I$ is an $M^2 \times M^2$ identity matrix. Using (6.2) as the imaging equation the stored color image can be computed in the YIQ domain from image data given in the RGB domain.

The transformed degradation is given by

$$ \tilde{H}T^{-1} = \tilde{H} $$

(6.4)

where the coefficients of $T^{-1}$ are computed as

$$ \begin{bmatrix} 0.299 & 0.587 & 0.114 \\ 0.596 & -0.274 & -0.322 \\ 0.211 & -0.523 & 0.312 \end{bmatrix}^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} 1.0 & 0.956 & 0.621 \\ 1.0 & -0.272 & -0.647 \\ 1.0 & -1.106 & 1.703 \end{bmatrix} $$

The transformed degradation contains between-channel degradation components even when the original $\tilde{H}$ contains only spatial blur. Thus, restoration in the YIQ domain cannot simplify to independent channel restoration even when there is no between-channel blur in the original RGB image data. A similar approach was used in [18] for restoration of color images in the YIQ domain. It was assumed that the observed data are in the YIQ domain as defined by the following imaging equation:

$$ Tg = T\tilde{H}T^{-1}f + Tv. $$

(6.5)

Using this approach, the observation noise is also transformed in the YIQ domain, yielding correlated between-channel noise. In the special case considered in [18], all channels were only spatially degraded by the same blur, thus the degradation $T\tilde{H}T^{-1}$ had no between-channel component. However, in the general case using the approach in [18], both the noise covariance and the degradation will contain between-channel components.

VII. Experiments

Experiments were performed to test the multichannel Kalman filter. In many imaging systems, where the physical process that generates the observed images is known, it is not unreasonable to assume that the degradation can be correctly estimated. In addition, the problem of blind estimation of image noise variance has had some success (see [1] and [13]). Thus in our experiments we assumed that both the degradation and the noise variance were known.

The Toeplitz-to-circulant approximation was computed using the DFT, whereby the Toeplitz matrix was first transformed by a similarity transformation and then the off-diagonal elements were set to zero. Image models with $p_2 = q_2 = 1$ were used in all the experiments. As a measure of filter performance, we used both the MSE and the percentage of improvement defined by

$$ I\% = 100 \times \left(1 - \frac{\| f - \hat{f} \|^2}{\| f - g \|^2} \right) $$

(7.1)

where $\| \cdot \|$ is the $L_2$ norm, $f$ is the ideal image, $\hat{f}$ is the restored image plane, and $g$ is the observed image plane.

**Experiment One:** This experiment was designed to test multichannel Kalman filtering when identical channels are spatially degraded. This situation may arise when motion compensated multiple time frames are being restored, or when the same scene is imaged by different sensors (see [7] and [10]). A multichannel test image constructed by a set of identical images was used.

The green color plane of the Lena 128 x 128 image was chosen to construct a three-channel image. Known spatial degradation $\hat{H}$ was applied, where $\hat{H}$ is given by

$$ \hat{H} = \begin{bmatrix} H^{R,R} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & H^{G,G} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & H^{B,B} \end{bmatrix} $$

(7.2)

and $H^{G,J}$ are $M^2 \times M^2$ block Toeplitz submatrices representing linear-motion blurring filters implemented as convolution masks. Submatrix $H^{R,R}$ represents a $1 \times 5$ uniform convolution operator with $1/5$ weights in the R channel; $H^{G,G}$ a $1 \times 7$ mask with $1/7$ weights in G; and $H^{B,B}$ a $1 \times 9$ mask with $1/9$ weights in B. Finally, independent white Gaussian noise was added to each degraded image plane, resulting in 20, 30, and 40 dB SNR in channels R, G, and B, respectively. The SNR was defined by

$$ \text{SNR} = 10 \log \frac{\| f \|^2}{\| n \|^2}. $$

(7.3)

Single and multichannel Kalman filtering was used in the restoration. The image model was estimated from the degraded image. Since the multichannel image consists of different degraded versions of the same signal, the multichannel model contains more information and thus yields better restoration. The MSE results of this experiment are tabulated in Table I.
TABLE I

EXPERIMENT ONE: KALMAN FILTER RESTORATION OF THE THREE IDENTICAL GREEN PLANES OF THE LENA 128 X 128 IMAGE. THE SNR WAS 20, 30, AND 40 dB FOR CHANNELS 1, 2, AND 3, RESPECTIVELY. 1 X 5, 1 X 7, AND 1 X 9 BLURS WERE USED FOR THE RESPECTIVE CHANNELS. THE IMAGE MODELS WERE COMPUTED FROM THE DEGRADED IMAGE g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean-Square Error (Percentage Improvement)</th>
<th>Channel 1</th>
<th>Channel 2</th>
<th>Channel 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without restoration</td>
<td>9.54 (0%)</td>
<td>11.23 (0%)</td>
<td>12.88 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent restoration</td>
<td>7.92 (16%)</td>
<td>7.88 (30%)</td>
<td>6.64 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multichannel restoration</td>
<td>6.86 (28%)</td>
<td>5.46 (51%)</td>
<td>5.34 (59%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiment Two: This experiment was designed to test the multichannel Kalman filter in restoring images with correlated channels degraded only by spatial blur. Color imagery was used as an example. Restoration of color images was performed both in the RGB and in the YIQ domain, and image models were estimated from both the original f and the degraded g image. Finally, both stationary and nonstationary image models were tested.

The RGB components of the 128 x 128 Lena color image were blurred with the same degradation R as in experiment one. Two sets of observed images were generated by adding white Gaussian noise to the blurred images. In the first set the SNR was 10, 20, and 30 dB and in the second, 20, 30, and 40 dB for channels R, G, and B, respectively.

The original and degraded images were used to estimate both the single and multichannel image models in the RGB domain. As expected, in both cases multichannel filtering gave better results, both visually and by MSE. This was expected since the three channels are highly correlated in the RGB domain, thus the multichannel image model contains cross-channel coefficients used in restoration whereas the single-channel model treats each channel separately.

Restoration in the YIQ domain was tested. The original images were used to estimate the image models. Multichannel restoration was used with the transformed degradation matrix RT^(-1). Single-channel restoration is not applicable in this case (see Section V). The multichannel Kalman filter was tested using both multichannel (with between-channel coefficients) and single-channel (without between-channel coefficients) image models. The single-channel image model produced better results. This was expected, since transformation to the YIQ domain decorrelates between-channel components, resulting in independent signals across channels. In order to quantify the between-channel decorrelation property of the RGB-YIQ transform, a between-channel correlation measure S_j was used and given by

\[ S_j = \frac{f_i \cdot f_j}{\| f_i \| \cdot \| f_j \|} \]  

(7.4)

where \( \langle , \rangle \) is the inner product, \( \| \| \) the L_2 norm, and i, j the channel indices. The S_j for the test image were computed in the RGB and in the YIQ domain and are tabulated in Tables II and III. From these tables we can see the between-channel correlations are significantly smaller in the YIQ domain than in the RGB domain.

The nonstationary image model described in Section V was also tested in this experiment. The model coefficients were estimated from the original image f with \( p_1 = q_2 = 1 \). To estimate the ith model, rows \((i-L)\) to \((i+L)\) from the original image data were used. It was observed experimentally that \( L = 16 \) produces the best results for the color Lena image.

The results of this experiment are tabulated in Tables IV and V. Images used in this experiment corresponding to Table V are shown in Fig. 2. From Tables IV and V we observe that multichannel restoration in the RGB domain yields better MSE results than multichannel restoration in the YIQ domain. This is expected, since the YIQ transformation is a fixed transformation independent of the input image signal, approximating the between-color Karhunen-Loeve transform. From Table III and IV we also observe that the nonstationary image model yields better results than the stationary model. However, the MSE improvement is small and virtually undetected visually.

Experiment Three: This experiment was designed to test the multichannel Kalman filter in the presence of between-channel blur. This type of degradation is encountered in remote sensing of multispectral satellite images. Less than ideal spectral characteristics of detectors produce leakage between adjacent spectral bands, resulting in between-channel degradation.

The same Lena color image was used. The known degradation matrix R is given by

\[ R = \begin{bmatrix} 0.50 H^{(R,R)} & 0.25 H^{(R,G)} & 0.25 H^{(R,B)} \\ 0.25 H^{(G,R)} & 0.50 H^{(G,G)} & 0.25 H^{(G,B)} \\ 0.25 H^{(B,R)} & 0.25 H^{(B,G)} & 0.50 H^{(B,B)} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(7.5)

where \( H^{(i,j)} \) are \( M_x \times M_y \) block Toeplitz submatrices representing low-pass blurring filters implemented as convolution masks. The submatrices \( H^{(R,R)} \), \( H^{(R,G)} \), and \( H^{(R,B)} \) were implemented as \( 1 \times 5 \) convolution operators with \( 1/5 \) weights; \( H^{(G,R)} \), \( H^{(G,G)} \), and \( H^{(G,B)} \) were \( 5 \times 5 \) masks with \( 1/25 \) weights; \( H^{(B,R)} \), \( H^{(B,G)} \), and \( H^{(B,B)} \) were
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean-Square Error (Percentage Improvement %)</td>
<td>Channel R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without restoration</td>
<td>8.47 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Independent-channel restoration, using $f$ to estimate the image model.</td>
<td>6.30 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Multichannel restoration, using $f$ to estimate the image model.</td>
<td>4.92 (42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Independent-channel restoration, using $g$ to estimate the image model.</td>
<td>6.70 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) Multichannel restoration, using $g$ to estimate the image model.</td>
<td>5.98 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) Restoration in the YIQ domain without between-channel coefficients in the image model.</td>
<td>4.89 (42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) Restoration in the YIQ domain with between-channel coefficients in the image model.</td>
<td>7.59 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) Multichannel restoration using a nonstationary model estimated from $f$.</td>
<td>4.56 (46%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the experiments are: (i) Independent-channel restoration, using the original image $f$ to estimate the image model. (ii) Multichannel restoration, using the original image $f$ to estimate the image model. (iii) Independent-channel restoration, using the degraded image $g$ to estimate the image model. (iv) Multichannel restoration, using the degraded image $g$ to estimate the image model. (v) Restoration in the YIQ domain without between-channel coefficients in the image model. (vi) Restoration in the YIQ domain with between-channel coefficients in the image model. (vii) Multichannel restoration using a nonstationary model estimated from the original image $f$.

5 × 1 masks with 1/5 weights. Finally, independent-white Gaussian noise was added to each degraded image plane, generating two sets of images. The first set had SNR = 20 dB in each channel, and the second, 30 dB.

For comparison purposes the degraded color image was first restored by the single-channel Kalman filter of the Biemond et al. [3]. It was applied independently to each of the three color channels, using only spatial degradation. Next, the multichannel Kalman filter was applied using between-channel degradation, and only within-channel model coefficients of (2.1) were used. Finally, the multichannel Kalman filter was applied using both between-channel degradation and between-channel image model coefficients.

The MSE results of this experiment are tabulated in Tables VI and VII. Images of this experiment corresponding to Table VII are shown in Fig. 3. As expected, neglecting between-channel degradation produces poor results. Ringing artifacts are observed in Fig. 3(b) in channels B and G of the independent-channel restoration. The line-by-line approach of this Kalman filter implementation requires a boundary condition for blurs that have a vertical component. Since circular convolution was used to degrade the channels vertically the degraded image in a circular order was used as the boundary condition. However, independent-channel restoration neglects between-channel degradation; thus there is a discrepancy between the boundary condition and the degradation model. This discrepancy resulted in the ringing artifacts in Fig. 3(b). Experiments using zero boundary conditions were conducted. Similar results were observed, however, the ringing was more severe because the discrepancy of this boundary condition is worse. When the between-channel degradation was used, the ringing artifacts disappeared and the average intensity of the restored images was nearly equal to the original average (see channel G in Fig. 3(b) and (c)). Further improvements were observed when the between-channel model coefficients were used in the restoration process.

Experiment Four: This experiment repeated experiment three using a different color test image. The color
128 × 128 skiers image was used. First, the three channels were degraded by the degradation $H$ given by (7.5) where $H^{(i,j)}$ are $M^2 \times M^2$ block Toeplitz submatrices representing low-pass blurring filters implemented as convolution masks. The submatrices $H^{(R,R)}$, $H^{(R,G)}$, and $H^{(R,B)}$ were implemented as $1 \times 5$ convolution operators with $1/5$ weights; $H^{(G,R)}$, $H^{(G,G)}$, and $H^{(G,B)}$ were $5 \times 1$ masks with $1/5$ weights; $H^{(B,R)}$, $H^{(B,G)}$, and $H^{(B,B)}$ were...
Fig. 2. (Continued.) (d) Restored by multichannel Kalman filter using the original image \( f \) to estimate the model. Left: red channel, middle: green channel, and right: blue channel. (e) Restored by independent-channel Kalman filter using the degraded image \( g \) to estimate the model. Left: red channel, middle: green channel, and right: blue channel. (f) Restored by multichannel Kalman filter using the degraded image \( g \) to estimate the model. Left: red channel, middle: green channel, and right: blue channel. (Continued on next page.)

5 × 5 masks with 1/25 weights. A full degradation \( \tilde{H} \) with between-channel components as in (7.5) was used in one experiment. In another experiment the same degradation but with no between-channel components as in (7.2) was used. White Gaussian noise was added in both cases, resulting in 20-dB SNR in all channels. The MSE
Fig. 2. (Continued.) (g) Restored by multichannel Kalman filter in the YIQ domain using an image model that contains no between-channel coefficients. The original image $f$ is used to estimate the model. Left: red channel, middle: green channel, and right: blue channel. (h) Restored by multichannel Kalman filter in the YIQ domain using a full image model with between-channel coefficients. The original image $f$ is used to estimate the model. Left: red channel, middle: green channel, and right: blue channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPERIMENT THREE: MULTICHANNEL KALMAN RESTORATION OF THE COLOR LENA 128 x 128 IMAGE. THE IMAGE IS DEGRADED BY BOTH SPATIAL AND BETWEEN-CHANNEL BLUR GIVEN BY (7.5). TABLES VI AND VII ARE THE RESTORATION RESULTS OF THE 20 AND 30 dB IMAGES, RESPECTIVELY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean-Square Error (Percentage Improvement%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Independent-channel restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Multichannel restoration without between-channel model coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Multichannel restoration with between-channel model coefficients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the experiments are: (i) Independent-channel restoration. (ii) Multichannel restoration, neglecting the between-channel coefficients in the image model. (iii) Multichannel restoration, using the between-channel coefficients in the image model. The image model in all cases is estimated using the original image $f$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAME AS TABLE VI, EXCEPT SNR = 30 dB</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean-Square Error (Percentage Improvement%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Independent-channel restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Multichannel restoration without between-channel model coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Multichannel restoration with between-channel model coefficients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

results from this experiment are tabulated in Tables VIII and IX. The findings of this experiment agreed with previous results.

**VIII. CONCLUSIONS**

Multichannel imagery consists of channels that are interrelated. The two most important elements of between-
channel information for multichannel image restoration are between-channel degradation and between-channel correlation. Restoration using traditional single-channel Kalman filters can incorporate neither one.

Multichannel Kalman filtering has been formulated to incorporate between-channel correlation for the restoration of both spatial and between-channel blur. Moreover, a computational filter for the Kalman formulation has been developed. For an $M \times M N$-channel image with blurring length $A$, the computational complexity of the Kalman fil-
The results of the experiments are: (i) Independent Kalman filter restoration, that is, the between-channel blur and between-channel image correlation are not used. (ii) Multichannel Kalman filter restoration using between-channel blur but not between-channel image correlation. (iii) Multichannel Kalman filter restoration using both between-channel blur and between-channel image correlation.

The results of the experiments are: (i) Independent Kalman filter restoration, the between-channel image model coefficients are assumed to be zero. (ii) Multichannel Kalman filter restoration using between-channel coefficients and the stationary model. (iii) Multichannel Kalman filter restoration using between-channel coefficients and the nonstationary model.)

Experiments were performed to test the proposed filter and the following summarizes our observations: a) Between-channel degradation is essential for accurate restoration of multichannel images. Using color RGB images, it was shown that the proposed filter effectively restored between-channel blur. b) Multichannel imagery...
which exhibits strong between-channel correlation greatly benefits from multichannel processing because between-channel coefficients are used in the image models. On the contrary, multichannel imagery with weak between-channel correlations does not benefit from multichannel image models. Color images in the RGB domain were used as an example of multichannel images with strong between-channel correlation. Color images in the YIQ domain were used as an example with weak between-channel correlations. c) Stationary and nonstationary image models were developed and tested. The nonstationary image model only yields a slight improvement over the stationary model; the additional computation does not justify the achieved improvement.

Finally, it is noted that the multichannel Kalman filter is comparable to the multichannel Wiener filter [5] and [6], when the same amount of prior information is available. Both filters assume the knowledge of the additive noise and multichannel degradation. However, the Kalman filter offers the flexibility of processing spatially varying images at the cost of a complex implementation. The problem of simultaneous estimation of degradation and restoration for multichannel images remains to be investigated.
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